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Sample Complaints Filed Against Hydra Fund
Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 232020 for $390.00
Submitted by
Kate
on 04/19/2013
Complaint #232020

I was trying to see if I could be approved for a pay day loan. I did not think I was going to be
approved. I got calls and emails but I did not accept any loans from any company because I
could not pay them back because the payments were to large. Then on Jan 16th 2013 I went
to check my bank account and notice I had a credit of 200.00 in my account from HYDRA
FUND IV. I was not sure where that came from. I did not approve it or authorize it at all. It
started taking 60.00 out to start paying back the 200.00. I did not get any email or phone call
from them so I did not know about the terms or conditions if I used the money.

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 130479 for $200.00
Submitted by
TexasDee
on 06/28/2012
Complaint #130479

Was looking for a loan online with a decent payback time frame and ended up with 200 put
into my account that was already overdrawn. I never signed a contract or received any
information on payback or interest or anything. So now what do I do?

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 145710 for $300.00
Submitted by
Tameira
on 08/12/2012
Complaint #145710

This company called Hydra Fund has deposited $300 into my bank account without my
authorization. I never contacted them nor have ever signed any authorization papers of any
kind. I do not wish to be associated with this company in anyway shape or form and wish to
file a complaint!!!!!!!!!!!

Complaint Title: Hydra Financial Limited Fund II Queja 205581 for $390.00
Submitted by
Boog
on 01/29/2013
Complaint #205581

This Hydra Financial limited Fund is accusing me of owing them 390.00 and I have never
signed anything, received anything, now there threatening me with collections advisor, Why
do they get off blaming me or anyone else for there stupid mistake!! I have not ever heard of
this company!!!
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Complaint Title: HYDRA FUND III 8883025351 PPD Queja 98428 for $200.00
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 04/05/2012
Complaint #98428

it appeared a pending $200 and i never had contact with them.I DONT WANT NOTHING OF
THIS COMPANY.IM CHECKING WITH MY BANK RIGHT NOW!

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 262980 for $150.00
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 07/29/2013
Complaint #262980

I don't know who these people are!!I did not sign a form allowing them to put money in my
account, I never spoke with anyone from this company!! I did apply for a payday loan and all
the companys that I spoke with I said "NO". I did not accept any money from any company!!! I
will be taking my complaint further!!

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 111251 for $150.00
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 05/08/2012
Complaint #111251

I never agreed for this company to do a payday loan. back in febuary 2012 I checked into
the idea of a payday loan but never agreed to any terms this company without my consent
deposited 300.00 into my account and subsequently began to withdraw 90.00 every month
from my checking acct twice in the month of march. I have filed a complaint with the us
attorney and also with the FTC. When contacting them they said that they attempted to
reach me but i didnt respond and that it therefore was an agreement. I never recieved any
emails or phone calls from this company just deposit and withdrawl a real scam.

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 216694 for $300.00
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 03/05/2013
Complaint #216694

I had recently received a payday loan from Hydra III, they took the first payment out as
allowed, however, the next payment they didnt take out and sent the account off to their
collection agency without a reason or a phone call to inform of any problems with the fund
removal.

Complaint Title: Hydra Financial Limited Fund II Queja 156784 for $400.00
Submitted by
Eric
on 09/13/2012
Complaint #156784

I called my bank once I got an email from Hydra Financial Limited Fund II and there is
$250.00. I never signed for a deposit into my personal bank account. When I tried calling the
800 number in the email it was a recording. What ever you do, do not click the link in the
email they send. I did and someone out of New York tried to log into my computer from a
cingular email. They continue to call me from a restricted number so I can't call back and tell
them to remove the money added. Is there away to have this money removed that I didn't
sign for?
Eric

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 171730 for $300.00
Submitted by
Crystal
on 10/26/2012
Complaint #171730

On october 25th, i received a credit of 300 that i did not authorize or sign up for! I found out
thru my online bank statement. I tried to call amd have the loan reversed and ws told they
could not do that! So now i am stuck with payments for a stupid loan i did not want!!!!!! Am
going to close my account at this bank!!!

Sample Comments from the Group Members
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From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 169771 for $300.00
Submitted by
Deryl
on 10/24/2012
Comment #39939

I went to my bank and talked to a customer service person, who called Hydra Fund customer
service and they agreed to take the $300. back and cancel my loan, that I never authorized.
According to them and also the bank's customer service person, it is legal to do this when
you apply for a loan online. Multiple companies get you application and they can
automatically give you a loan and sign your name electronically. Doesn't seem legal to me !

From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 132915 for $200.00
Submitted by
Dhiren
on 07/09/2012
Comment #29826

Ask them where you can pay the funds into

From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 162904 for $120.00
Submitted by
Ian
on 10/02/2012
Comment #38131

There # is 888-302-5351. Don't expect them to be much help to you though.

From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 121275 for $250.00
Submitted by
Alipayne
on 06/06/2012
Comment #27234

how much intrest are they trying to charge you? i am trying to put a stop payment on the
account for the company but I have to have the exact amount of the withdraw. Since I never
signed any papers or spoke with anyone I have no clue how much it will be!

From Report: Hydra Financial Limited Fund II Queja 126745 for $60.00
Submitted by
Scammed_II
on 08/08/2012
Comment #32935

Posted on other peoples complaints and all I can tell you is what my lawyer told me and stop
payment via your bank.

From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 169958 for $420.00
Submitted by
searodgers
on 10/23/2012
Comment #39818

The email address that I found is cashfund3@hydrafl.co.nz. and the telephone numbers are
1888-302-5351 andfax 855-284-7679 another web address www.fdr.org.772 and
www.iccwbo.org Address is Suite 5, 507 Lake Road Takapuna Auckland 0622, New
Zealand I hope this helps.

From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 150075 for $300.00
Submitted by
Strikingback
on 08/25/2012
Comment #34403

Thus far I have seen Hydra Fund I, II, III, & IV. The numbers may be different but the
description of their actions is strikingly similar. It's obvious that they play by their own rules. It
seems most people do not know that they have struck until their "grace period" to cancel is
already expired. Make no mistake they will hound you to get money out of you. I have filed
reports with the FBI Internet Crimes division, the Federal Trade Commission, The Attorney
General of my state, and my Congressman. I also plan to contact the US Senators for my
state and the US Attorney General's office.I would suggest that anybody who has made a
complaint on this website do the same. The only way that this will cease is if enough people
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are willing to fight back and demand that they be heard. Also, if you start receiving calls at
your workplace notify your HR department immediately. As embarrassing as it might be it is
better that your HR people set the record straight with these collectors about making calls to
the workplace. If they try to tell you that you can be convicted of check fraud they are LYING
and engaging in illegal collection activities. At most this is a civil matter and they might be
able to twist the system to get a judgment. Doesn't mean you have to pay and a mark on your
credit is better than giving in to extortion. Good luck and take the fight to them.

From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 127506 for $200.00
Submitted by
woodland
on 06/20/2012
Comment #28454

Same thing happen to me today, check out my post for additional information.

From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 104717 for $540.00
Submitted by
jcarbone
on 05/21/2012
Comment #25835

Were you ever able to get this corrected? They just did the same thing to me today! I have a
$200 deposit that I did not approve. ANy suggestions?

From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 167500 for $300.00
Submitted by
hcc1924
on 10/16/2012
Comment #39314

they are currently trying to sue me as well, for a 600 "settlement" out of court. What are you
doing to fight it?!
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